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13-15-7-’13 

The 8th Stage 

Beyond Spirituality 

Oneness of Oneness and Duality 

Duality Revalued, Incorporated 

 

This essay is especially interesting and easier to follow for people more or less acquainted with the 7 Stages of Life. 

 

Let it be clear from the beginning that, in this (He)article about the 8th stage, I don’t want 

to suggest that everyone, sooner or later, should get into or Realize this 8th Stage. This wouldn’t 

be natural. People differ. Yet, I like to give this overview, especially for those who, like ‘me’, have 

no limit in Discovering Truth as Deep as possible, for those whose life is destined to be a 

sacrifice of Love (for Truth). It can be a support, in order not to get lost or easily deluded. Of 

course, everyone interested in the deeper Reality can and is welcome to read this hearticle and 

perhaps understand life a bit better. 

 

 

Call it the 8th Stage, the True 7th Stage,1 or the No-Stage Beyond all stages, I don’t care, 

but there is Something Beyond the so-called 7th Stage of Life (or: 7th Stage of Consciousness). 

The 7th Stage represents Oneness, Oneness of the first 5 Stages of Energy and the 6th Stage of 

Consciousness, or: Oneness of the Form (Energy) and the Formless (Consciousness). The first 6 

Stages represent Duality and the 7th Stage Oneness, even though realizers of one of the first 6 

Stages – usually the spiritual ones, 4th to 6th, as the first 3 Stages seem always less interesting for 

people, or are even looked down upon – not infrequently like to label their specific Stage or 

Realization as One(ness). 

Although the 7th Stage is Free Beyond Duality – other than the 6th Stage of Consciousness 

wherein Form is not Lived – It does not Consciously Address and Live Duality Itself. It does not 

See and Acknowledge the very importance of Duality. The idea is that one shouldn’t bother with 

the click-clack of life. It only distracts from the One, the One of the Formless and the Form. 

                                                
1 In this case, if it is called the True 7th Stage, the 7th Stage as described so far is rather a 

Deepening of the 6th Stage, now Consciously Realizing that Consciousness is One with the 

Form instead of merely Looking at Form(s). 
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This way one doesn’t actually Go (deeply) into the Pain that the world of Duality is. 

From the 7th Stage Perspective there is no sense in Living this Pain thoroughly, it is automatically 

taken in and Transcended by the Formless. This Stage is, in a covert way, Self-obsessed with Its 

Freedom Beyond Duality. It doesn’t Consciously Whole-Bodily Live Unfreedom, the Stuckness 

of people, of the world. It is the Supreme Way Out of this world of Pain while still being in it – 

instead of Going into the world, the world of pain, suffering, stuckness, drama, aggression, self-

obsession, ego, duality, lie. 

In the 8th Stage there is no individual process any more, there is Only Process, Life Itself, 

or: the One as Two – instead of the One in and as Which Duality plays no important let alone 

crucial role. The ever-deepening Becoming of Life Itself Happens, however, exactly because of 

Consciously Allowing Duality, not in itself by Living the One – not saying by this that by merely 

or mainly Living the One (and not the Two) no development will happen any more. If the Ego 

Inherent in the 7th Stage – Living the One but not at all or hardly or at least not Fully Consciously 

the Two – is Seen and Surrendered, Duality (and its Painfulness) comes inevitably to the 

foreground, putting the One in the background where it is still King. If the One is truly so Free it 

can be, easily, Sacrificed into Living the Duality: the Pain that life is in its manifestation and, 

Simultaneously, the Painless. Allowing the Conscious Alternation of the Two means Allowing the 

One Heart to Be Down on earth. This is only Possible if the Heart has Let Itself be Broken into 

Two, and is, also literally, crying the Pain of this, of the One being Divided into Man and 

Woman. The, Authentic, Realization that They Are One in the End is not irrelevant, to say the 

least, but the actual Living of the tearing apart Pain is what does and activates the Process, the 

Deepening of Life, and what opens the door to the 8th Stage or Process and what makes One 

truly and wholly Human. 

All Stages are Sacrificed into Life Itself. There’s no way out any more if One has Become 

Life, no need to go to or realize or stay in or escape into any Stage or State. 

In the 8th ‘Stage’ the Dualities can be experienced as ‘diverging’, as separating or as more 

extreme and more intense, while in the 7th Stage they are ‘converging’ in a way, uniting, their 

difference is not so relevant any more, although it can still be noticed. 

In the 8th Stage the Separation has become as Important as the Union and in Fact these 

Two – the Two and the One – cannot exist Independently any more, or rather it is Lived and 

Seen that in Fact they never did. In the 7th Stage the Separative Force is considered an Illusion 

that is to be Seen and Surrendered into the One. In the 8th Stage the Separative Force is the Fuel 

of the ever-Deepening Bodily Realization and Living of Unity. Or: Woman is the Life-Inspiration 

of Man. In the 7th Stage it is all about Man’s State of Oneness wherein ‘Man and Woman’ has no 
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Relevance; Man is the Inspiration, the Breath of Life. In itself the latter is not untrue. But the 

Role of Woman (or Duality) is heavily neglected, not Seen, not Felt from Inside, first-hand, not 

Understood, not Addressed, not Humbly Lived. 

The 8th Stage is Oneness of Oneness (the 7th Stage) and Duality (the first 6 Stages). The 

Overcoming of and Going or Staying Beyond Duality has Stopped. There’s a Return into 

Duality, but Freely now: the One Goes into the Two. Instead of asking, inviting, urging or 

inspiring the Two to Realize and Merge into the One, the One Realizes Itself as the Two, It Lives 

the Two from Inside. Duality is no longer a problem – relevant or irrelevant – nor an Illusion to 

be Overcome. It is Seen and One is Surrendered into the Simple Fact that Woman – or Duality – 

will always exist. She will never (totally) Surrender to the One, to Man – or else the whole of 

existence would stop, and Woman won’t let that happen. 

In the 7th Stage of Oneness there is a hidden attachment to being Recognized as the One 

(by the Two). This is so because there is a hidden preference for the One above the Two. Any 

choice for any side of any form or Level of Duality (or any form of defining one side of Reality 

as Reality and the other as illusory or un-True) makes one secretly need the other side. In the 7th 

Stage the unSeen, unFelt, unAddressed, unTranscended Duality is the Duality of: Oneness and 

Duality. In the 8th Stage the attachment to being Recognized as the One faded into (Becoming) 

Life Itself, into the One as Two – even though the Recognition plays an important role in the 8th 

Stage or Process. 

To physically survive in the 8th Stage one must have some mastery of the body; that is, 

not controlling it but knowing how it functions and how to deal with the intense pains and 

stuckness one comes by, how to Allow Processes to go through the Body. Or else it’s too 

dangerous – although, one learns, by experience. The least that can be said in this respect is that 

for Living Duality Consciously in the 8th Stage or Process a flexible Body is quite an advantage. In 

the end it will turn out to be indispensable – but a True, Humble Surrender into the 8th Process 

will take care of that, anyway. 

Any possible (hidden) arrogance of the Light (Consciousness) towards the Dark is not 

possible any more here. Every day this would be thoroughly trounced on and unmasked. 

The Body is Recognized and Experienced and Lived as Consciousness Itself, not as a 

vehicle. 

Going through the first 7 Stages is related to being Freed from and in the world. The 

Dualities should, indeed, first merge or explode into One and then diverge again. It doesn’t make 

sense to hold on to the One as a (fixed) ‘point’ or Realization in the Process that Life Is. The 8th 

Stages (or the next 7 Stages), the ‘reverse’ of the previous 7 Stages in a way, are related to 
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Consciously letting Oneself be ‘imprisoned’, getting stuck, getting to Know Duality from the 

Inside deeper and deeper, exploring and Feeling (the Pain that is) Unconsciousness, having no 

energy, experiencing unlove, being powerless, sexually blocked, unsafe – all this not separate 

from the One but on Feeling-level it might be experienced as such. 

Next 7 Stages? Yes, the Stages Down into the Earth, into Unconsciousness. Now Man 

Takes Woman Down, Makes Her See, Stage after Stage, Makes Her See as Him, as His Own Eye 

Looking at the Two from Inside, as His Own Heart Living the Two. To (Make Woman) See the 

Light is difficult enough but relatively easy compared to (Allowing Her to) See the Dark, from 

Inside, in the Heart and not ‘safely’ separate from It. The Lowest Spheres, the ‘last’ Dark Stages, 

are the most difficult, intense, heavy, very heavy. To Get His Heart of Light into Woman’s 

Lowest Realms – where She Defends Her (supposed) form-safety and Her mighty and 

manipulative Sexuality – is quite an ordeal, to say the least. It is such a Profound, Deep heavy 

Process that no Man-form has ever managed, so far. This is not so strange, all the less because 

men have so far never really been Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Surrendered into the 

Process of Man and Woman. It is considered too heavy by them and they would rather define 

things in such a way that the (Deepest) Truth could be Found somewhere else – not in Woman’s 

‘Body’. 

The 7th Stage says: Don’t be bothered by Duality – Be the One. The 8th Stage says: Go 

Deep(er, and Deeper) into Duality. Even though in the End everything is One, Duality Exists as 

well – and is, certainly if the One is Clear, demanding and deserving all attention. Surrender into 

the One is one thing, Surrender into the Two is much more profound, much more painful, much 

more humanizing – incomparably. In the State of Oneness one is superhuman, in the One as the 

Two one is extremely human, vulnerable. It’s not that one in the 7th Stage is not vulnerable, has 

no difficult struggles at all to go through. Yet, it is not part of the teaching, the transmission. It is 

not Openly Acknowledged that if one is Really One, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily 

Realizes oneself to Be One, it only gets worse – ‘worse’ from the standpoint of the Ego that 

wants to avoid, ban or at least limit and diminish Pain. The 7th Stage Realizer knows that people 

won’t be attracted any more to Him, to (try to) Realize his Stage or State, if this is openly 

communicated. Frankly, it is not Seen either that there is no Escape at all, as is only Fully 

Acknowledged in the 8th Stage. 

The Pain one has always tried or hoped to overcome – which is an (or the) impulse to 

enter a spiritual path – is still there, the whole day long, clearer than you ever could have 

imagined, even though Freedom Beyond it is There as well. In the 7th Stage, the Oneness (of 

Formless and Form) is (mis)used to not be bothered (too much) by the inherent painfulness of 
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Form, any form. In the 8th Stage there is no identification with the One Beyond all identification 

any more, with the Stage Beyond all Stages. Everything has fallen back into Nature. Without any 

form of identification one constantly Feels what there is at any moment. Pain, in its endless 

varieties, appears to be there every moment. One is wholly Conscious of this. Escape has become 

impossible. The project of the Holy Grail – which was always driven by (trying to escape, avoid, 

conquer or Transcend) Pain, Pain being indissolubly connected to (being on) the earth.  

One might wonder, then, what is the whole fuss necessary for, if in the end one falls back 

into nature. You start as nature, you (seem to) Go Beyond it, and you fall back into it. What’s the 

sense of this? Well, there is none. Only, in the meantime Consciousness was Born on earth as 

Body. Now that the ‘Holy Project’ of escaping Pain has finally (completely) failed, now that the 

Two Sides of Life are Consciously Lived as Body, now that the Heart has Become Body, now 

that the (Inherent Painfulness of the) Body doesn’t need to be Escaped any longer it is Known 

what it is to be truly human. The Body as other, other than Consciousness, has stopped existing 

as such. It’s not only the Body that, indeed, needs to Surrender into its Master Consciousness – 

as in the 7th Stage – but Consciousness Surrenders as well into the Body; not only does Woman 

Surrender into Man but Man (even as the First, before She Surrenders, can Surrender, to Him) 

into Woman as well, Consciousness into Unconsciousness. 

The Realization of the 7th Stage is stuck too much and anyway on the Level of Realizing 

the Formless and the Form to be One. This, True, Realization, it can be said, Transcends the 

‘person’ Realizing it but not, in itself, his Body – even though his Body can go through a Process 

of transformation. Yet, in spite of the latter, the basic Resistance of the 7th Stage (Realizer) to 

Surrender into Duality prevents his Body from Becoming What he has, indeed, Realized. This 

Becoming is only Possible if the basic reluctance, resistance to Duality, to the Inherent Fight that 

existence is – to Woman – has been Passed through, Transcended, Seen as Lie, as a limitation of 

not Living the Whole Ultimate Reality that exists as Duality. In this basic, unSeen, reluctance, this 

‘stubborn’ holding on to the Glorious One, one, of course, cannot Give oneself Whole-Heartedly 

and Whole-Bodily to the world of Duality wherein people actually live. One, the Realizer, is 

tempted to become a teacher or living example, inviting – if not seducing – people to recognize 

or become (like) him, his state, the One, instead of leaving the whole One-sided invitation, 

leaving the One for what It Is, and continuing the Process Itself that only Proceeds via and in 

Duality, Actually Whole-Bodily Living all the time the, in a way terrible, state(s) that people 

mostly unconsciously live. 

In the 7th Stage of the One it doesn’t matter if one is in a Female or Male Body. One is 

One. In the 8th No-Stage this is radically untrue. In fact, the Whole Process of Incarnating the 
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Heart on earth as Body, Happens in the End – and, as it is Seen in the 8th Stage, from the 

Beginning ‘as well’ – only through the Duality of Man and Woman. Something so utterly Basic to 

Existence, the Split into Two, Man and Woman, Male and Female, is not only (re)valued for what 

it’s Worth, it is Seen that the Love-Fight of these Two is the Core of True Spirituality Which, 

then, in this acknowledgement, doesn’t exist any more as such, as Spirituality as we know it: 

there’s only Dual Process left, including the Fight between the One and the Two. An, unspoken, 

error – or: Lie – in the 7th Stage, namely that the One can ‘Win’ in the End if everybody or 

enough people Surrender to It, is Seen through in the 8th Stage. It is Seen that there is no Winner. 

The One will always Live as the Two. As said earlier, if Duality (or: Woman) would, Finally, 

(completely) Surrender (in)to the One (Man) the world would stop existing. But this cannot 

happen. Duality will always Be. 

The attraction – and resistance – between the Two Sexes, so fundamental to life, has no 

place or role in the 7th Stage Overview of Oneness. It doesn’t fit. It doesn’t fit the teaching that 

says that Duality is not relevant. This ego-based denial is crazy, in a way. Not only in the 7th 

Stage, in all the other Spiritual stages one sees the discomfort or often blunt ignorance of a 

Realizer if it comes to ‘Man and Woman’, to their Attraction, their continuous Fight, to sex. At 

best he is interested in it from a non-personal perspective, but anyhow he cannot make the 

subject One with his Realization. It’s from another world, it seems. This cannot be True. It isn’t 

True. No spiritual system or realization truly makes sense if the basics of life – Duality itself – are 

not included, integrated. The 8th Process, which does so, which incorporates the whole of life, is 

by nature prior to and beyond and deeper Intelligent than all other Stages. It Lets the Heart not 

only Realize Itself as One but also fully Live Life as the Two as Body, which gives Insight from 

Inside. 

In the 8th Stage the Dualities of Man and Woman – Man and Woman Themselves – are 

thoroughly Investigated from the Inside, through Living them, through Letting them Fight 

without choosing one (although also (hidden) choice is Investigated). Male and Female Bodies 

are Both Indispensable here. The time that one person in one body can Realize the Truth is over 

– and it appears now to have been a limited, not full Realization. Not Understanding the Depth 

of Duality, of Man and Woman, not Understanding Duality Itself means nothing but not (Truly) 

Understanding Life Itself. In the 7th Stage Duality is, if interesting at all, at most an annoying fly 

that you seem to get rid of relatively easily by simply Turning To or Remaining as The One. In 

the 8th Stage the boring or annoying Fly is taken Totally Seriously. One is not seduced and 

deluded by Energy any more (the first 5 Stages), nor by Consciousness (6th Stage), nor by Energy 

and Consciousness Being One (7th Stage). One Follows Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily the 
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movements of the annoying fly – without getting lost in it, by the way; on the contrary allowing 

the Deepening of Insight by it. The Big Promise has no meaning any more, it doesn’t Come. The 

big words are empty now. The Big Realization has become some background noise. The Pain of 

the world is Felt every day in and as the Body. It is Seen that the Pain of the world Wants to be 

Felt by the Heart as Body and that Realization of the Oneness of the Form and the Formless as 

its Master is not enough. The feeling of pain in the Body is not the Same as Becoming the Pain. 

The latter has happened in the 8th Stage which doesn’t merely Overcome or Go Beyond Pain but 

Surrenders into it. No Separation from Pain can possibly be allowed any more. 

A great feature of the 7th Stage is that all possible forms – everything – can be outshone 

by the One, overruled, gone beyond. Yet, to know the human being and his suffering from the 

Inside, also the other side – stuckness in and seemingly as form – needs to be allowed, lived, 

ploughed through, gone through as long as it naturally takes without an (egoic) short-cut. Even 

the 7th Stage is no solution for being human. 

Forms are inherently painful; the Formless or the (process and completion of a) 

Surrender of (a) Form into the Formless is inherently blissful. In the 8th Stage the Form, the Pain, 

is lived as long as it naturally takes. This doesn’t mean passively waiting, by the way. One needs 

to Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily participate in the, Natural, Love-Fight of Duality, as One. 

Anyway, here is no premature – and hidden egoic – emphasis on or turning of attention to the 

One as long as and whenever the Duality of the Form is not (yet) Whole-Heartedly and Whole-

Bodily Lived, Consciously Gone through. The One is not interesting any longer, in fact. Duality 

is, in all fairness, always raging on. And it is a lifelong and natural Work to Bring Duality (in)to 

the One – not with the One as the goal, the haven, the endstation, but as an ever continuing 

Process, the Process or Fight that Life Is. 

 

When in the 7th and previous Stages emotions arise in the Realizer, then, if they’re not 

judged or spirited away or whitewashed, they might be considered ‘human’ and if he’s lucky, it is 

interpreted as not being in conflict with his Realization. Anyway it’s something apart from the 

Realization, apart from the teaching. In the 8th Stage there is nothing that is apart, apart from or 

other than the Realization, as the Realization is life itself here. There is, in this case, a Whole-

Hearted, Whole-Bodily Surrender into the emotions. They don’t stand apart, they don’t need to 

be justified, not interpreted, since Life is (Whole-Bodily) Lived. Part of the Realization is the 

Freedom in Living emotions – which are so human indeed. One doesn’t need to go back to one’s 

True State or Realization or Teaching after an emotion has arisen. In the 8th Stage there is – 

Consciously – all the time emotion. The Freedom of the 8th Stage includes, however, the Living 
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and Noticing in one’s body of people’s unFreedom in respect of living emotions, their blocks. It 

includes feeling stuck, feeling no or less feeling(s) due to this stuckness; there is a continuous 

Meditating-Feeling the closedness of the heart that people live and that prevents them from 

Living. But, since Duality is Lived, the other side is also continuously there: Being Freed, Feeling, 

Open-Heartedness. One cannot get truly lost in life or lifelessness. 

In the 8th Stage one is Surrendered into life, into the Fight, and not only or mainly 

Committed to Seeing, Understanding, Transcending, Going Beyond or Outshining life as in the 

previous stages. In this Surrender into life as it is the whole (hidden or overt) ego show simply 

stops. Ego doesn’t have any fixed grip any more on the Realizer, simply because Ego is Seen, in 

Himself and everywhere, laughed in its face, the Ego that exists as secretly or overtly, personally 

or impersonally, wanting something from one side, from Life – be it the highest Realization, or 

Recognition – and that is therefore, unavoidably, resisting other things belonging to the other 

side (or it is the case that these need to be Transcended). In the 8th Stage there is really nothing 

for Ego to get, nothing that is attractive any more. The One (or whatever form of) Solution for 

the world has stopped existing and appears to have never existed, one has Become the world. 

The 7th Stage of Oneness is not, as suggested, the End of the Line of the human 

development, but the end of the Li(n)e that Ego is. It represents or is the (almost) perfect denial 

of (the importance of) Duality. It cannot go further. Now it must See whether it will let itself be 

killed by (Allowing) the Going into the Body or not. In the latter case, if Consciousness keeps on 

hanging around outside the body, it sustains the Separation on an earthly level of the Formless 

and the Form, in spite of the Realization of Oneness (just) outside the body. In the 7th Stage, 

even if the Body may be energetically very present, one hangs outside with one’s Realization. It’s 

considered too dangerous if one would Go in. Dangerous it is indeed. One must Know the Body 

from Inside, one must Know how to be or just Allow being Danced by the Forces – no matter 

that one side of the Duality of life, one Basic Force, is stuckness, (almost totally) being stuck, 

seemingly the opposite of dancing. In the 8th Stage, in One as the Two, Actually Living the Two, 

one is all the time, or again and again, Blown out of the body and Allowed back into the body. 

Like with everything in life – everything being Dual – One is toggled to and fro, also here. One 

doesn’t hold on to outside or inside. 

The 8th Stage or Process is already happening all the time, in fact, in all the previous 

Stages. A big difference, however, is of course that in the previous stages there is no True or not 

any Freedom regarding Living in and as Duality. One is, rather, a slave of one’s, everybody’s, 

inborn – but nevertheless egoic – preference for one side of Duality, one’s preference for the end 

of suffering or pain – instead of Freely Be(com)ing it. Only in Becoming something one can be 
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Free in it – not by merely being conscious of it. So it is not so that one can just as well skip the 

previous Stages if one eventually comes out anyway at the same ‘place’ where one is already 

active. No, in a Wholistic 8th Process2 one will come across all the Stages and one Needs to 

Understand – that is Feel-Be – them from inside, if one indeed heads for the Understanding of 

the Depth of Life, which is a Natural Direction. Without Understanding and Living the One of 

the 7th Stage one is anyway not Free to Live the difficult and heavy Duality. One would get lost in 

it. 

It’s true, though, that in the 8th Process the whole thing, the classification of Stages, 

becomes rather silly in a way. This has got to do with Living Life Bodily from Inside instead of 

(merely) Being Conscious of it. For Woman, Finally Included now in the Classification of Life, 

Bodily Dual Life went and goes on as it always already did. For Her the Classification doesn’t 

seem to add anything. But, if Man is indeed Finally with Her, on earth, Feeling Her from Inside – 

which has not happened and could not happen thoroughly (if at all) in the previous Stages – She 

might forgive Man for His lust for classification. 

For Woman, understanding the Depth of Life seems to work via direct experience, from 

inside. Only, without Man’s Presence Understanding and Living this Depth, She will be lost in 

life, in Duality, and (Lived to See) Insight(s) won’t Come, nor (any) Freedom (if this is indeed 

Something on one’s way to be Experienced). Consciousness Embodied by Man Lets Her 

Understand and Relax in and Beyond the Tension and Fight of Life, of Her Duality. 

Man, on His turn, can’t Enter the Depth of Life without Woman’s ‘Formness’ and Her 

related Unfreedom, Unconsciousness and stuckness of Heart. Man and Woman are One Sphere 

of Understanding, One as Two. One without the Other won’t Work. 

The 7th Stage is supposed to Be (the Realization of) the Oneness of the Formless and 

Form, of Man and Woman. Well, where is Woman Actually in this story – story indeed. What 

does it Actually mean to Her that Man Realizes that She is Part of Him, that He invites Her to 

Realize this too, to Realize His State of Oneness. No, the 7th Stage doesn’t Work in itself – not 

without Wholly Involving Woman. Man, to Really Reach Woman – Part of the 8th Process – can 

only (start to, Consciously) Live Woman as Himself, from Inside. This will give a big blow to (the 

supposed steadiness of) His state of Realization, as Woman Contains, Embodies, a huge 

Weakening Force for Man. If Man Really Associates with Her, Straight from His Heart… He 

cannot not Feel this, cannot not be weakened, cannot not Let His Insight into Reality be 

broadened, Deepened, changed by Her Man-Humbling Duality. 

                                                
2 ‘Process’ is a much better formulation than Stage, in fact. 
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Well, to the men who humbly gave their Heart to Woman I don’t have to say how much 

weakened they become when they actually Meet Woman, the Cut into Two, when they actually 

follow their Divine Impulse to Woman as a Reflection of Her Longing to (Re)Unite with him, 

when Energy – and also Consciousness – is sacrificed into Love. But the men who still have 

managed to stay separate from Her, (by) surrendering to her Energy instead of Giving their 

Heart, do not know; they live by tapping Woman’s unconscious and heartless energy-factory in 

the lower parts. 

There we are, Realizing the Formless and the Form to be One. ‘Yes, so what’, says the 

Man-Crushing Force of Woman. ‘On earth there are different rules. Realizations don’t count. I 

Rule Here.’ Man can laugh about this if he wants but is it real joy, if he’s not Truly Received by 

Woman, if he’s still, secretly, struggling with Duality (which struggle doesn’t fit the teaching, 

doesn’t fit his Realization nor his image)? 

It appears that the whole classification was Man-made, Man-b(i)ased, built on the 

perspective of Man – in His state of still being separate from Woman. Woman was not Included. 

At most Woman’s Duality was the difficulty to overcome. But this is not an Integral Vision (or 

Lived Consciousness) Which, by Divine Nature, Should and Does Include the Two Sides of Life, 

Man and Woman. 

So far and in the usual 7 Stages of Life (spiritual) men ‘worked’ always on the depth of 

their own Realization in a Male body – or Allowed this to Happen. In the 8th Process this doesn’t 

make sense any more. Once Man as the One is Realized this ‘One’ has Its own indispensable 

Function for a further Deepening of the Process, which has now another character than before. 

Now His Process Beyond Realization – Becoming more and more, Deeply, Human, instead of 

Superhuman (as the One) – Takes only Place Together with Woman, in Total Non-Separation 

from Her. Oneness Meets – and Blends with – Duality. This Meeting of the One and the Two is 

the very Fire for the Deepening Process. The One asking or inviting people to Realize the One 

doesn’t work here, doesn’t make sense any more. The Deeper ‘Realization’ – Embodiment, in 

fact – of Man Goes now via Woman’s Realization (and Her Deeper and Deeper Embodiment of 

Consciousness), Which doesn’t Happen, Deepen, without His Meditation of Woman’s Pain, Her 

Darkness, Her Unconsciousness, Her heart-rending and distracting Duality. It goes via Woman 

Seeing Herself due to His Meditation of Her from the Inside and in Direct Contact with Her. 

Female Bodies are Indispensable for this. Meditating Woman as an abstraction, as a Force ‘an 

sich’ doesn’t Work. Man to be Recognized as the Real One, Her Beloved, must already be 

Embedded in the 8th Process, in Meditating Woman on earth. If so, if this Recognition is there, 

the Attention of Woman should be turned inward, into Her Dark – which without Man’s 
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Presence as the One indeed, is not at all or hardly possible. The Dark without Man’s Light is 

simply too dangerous. But now, since He is There, with Her, Seeing-Feeling Her (Duality and 

Oneness) from Inside (instead of Looking at Her and Knowing She Is One with Him), it is 

possible, even though not easy. Her fear can be surpassed, finally. 

This Whole Process of Man and Woman as One Meditation-Body as Two – Meditation 

in the form of Actually and Consciously Living Duality – Brings, Finally, the whole ‘Spirituality’ 

or rather the Realization of Truth Down to Earth. All that Man was always busy with – trying to 

Realize or actually Realizing Truth, Reality, finding a Deeper and Deeper Truth right up to the 

Realization of the Formless and the Form Being One – finally starts to make sense now that 

Woman’s Darkness, Her Duality, Her Whole Body, becomes involved. The Realization is not 

merely hanging nicely in the air where people can look at it, admire it, long for it but not touch it, 

or ‘touch’ it only if they also go into ‘the air’, to Consciousness. The 8th Process Brings 

Consciousness Actually Down, Finally, into Woman’s Body – via the Body of Man, Who on His 

turn could not have Realized and Embodied the Truth of the 8th Process without Woman’s Body. 

The latter is so even when Her Body was so far Unconscious and no matter the fact that during 

His previous ‘lonely’ Ordeal of Manifesting Man Woman functioned mainly or at least seemingly 

as resistor instead of as cooperator, as Beloved. 

The always tempting but Deluding preference of the whole Spirituality for the Light Side 

of Life, for Love, Peace and Consciousness and Oneness – which Preference was secretly 

whispered into Man’s ear by the Seductress Herself – can finally be Transcended into Truth on 

earth which, Finally, Wholly and Holily Includes the Dark instead of being easily ‘against’ it or 

avoiding it. But, no earth without Dark. No Realization on earth without Realization of the Dark. 

And this latter Realization is exactly what Happens in the 8th Process. And this is exactly what 

Woman – Beyond Her sweetly whispered lies, Beyond Her having to Delude Man – was Waiting 

for: Man Who (or That) is not afraid of Her Big Dark Force, who doesn’t avoid it, who doesn’t 

keep it out, far away from his ‘great’ teaching, from his ‘great’ Realization – but Who (or That) 

Actually Addresses it, Feels it, Sees it, Cries it, ‘Hearts’ it from Inside. 

Well, Man was always a bad Listener. He was busy trying to be the One for Her, to be 

Recognized as Such, no time to Listen. She Deluded Him by whispering ‘Show your Light to me 

and you’re my Man’. He, easily, bought it. He didn’t want to Hear what She Actually Said Beyond 

Her words – ‘Beyond’, indeed, since Woman ‘cannot’ or rather has a big resistance to speak 

Straight like (a) Man. She Said: ‘Feel My Darkness – as Your Own. Feel My Pain – as Your Own. 

Take Me Wholly. Don’t Look at Me. Don’t treat Me as an Other. I’m Your Woman. See Me 

Really, Beyond Your Consciousness. Stop talking. Do it. Stop showing. Stop your self-obsession, 
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it is Mine. Stop your discovery of the Universe, I am here, on earth, right in front of you. You 

cannot teach me anything if it doesn’t reach My Body, the Consciousness of my body.’ 

When, Finally, Woman – Who or Which Is Duality – is Included in the Process, the 

whole tiring ‘spiritual’ Light-show of Man having to prove (especially or, rather, in fact: to 

Woman) His Stage or State of Realization as True, as One, as Stable and so on, is over at last; and 

one can finally ‘Relax’ in the Love-Fight of Duality. The Fight doesn’t need to be (totally) 

underground any longer. In the 8th Process it appears that Man had always secretly bowed for 

Woman’s Ego that Rules the Dark. Ruling the Dark She also, secretly, rules what Man gives and 

doesn’t give with His Light from whatever Stage or Sphere. She ruled the Cut between Light and 

Dark, the Division that Man, busy Associating Himself solely with the Light-Side, could not 

undo. How could He, if He didn’t (want to) Know, didn’t (want to) Feel the very existence of 

that Division? If He made love to a Woman-form He assumed He was One, but His Heart 

couldn’t Touch the Lower Part of Woman, since He was not (Consciously, but merely 

energetically) Present there Himself and He became an easy slave to the Dark Female Force 

telling Him to preach the Light and thus leaving Her in the Dark, condemning Her to be and 

spread Darkness, the home of Her Ego, leaving Her alone. 

The Cut of Woman between Dark and Light is not (Bodily) Seen, not Addressed in the 

7th Stage. The Realizer can be very Conscious in the Upper Spheres, He can be very energized in 

the Lower Spheres but… they are not One. A Realization of the Oneness of the Formless and 

the Form cannot conceal this (hidden) fact. 

He is so Energized down there since He, secretly, surrendered to Woman’s Ego in the 

Dark. If not, She would, again and again, withhold Her Energy from Him. Energy and 

Consciousness might seem to be both (strongly) present in the 7th Stage; only, one plus one is not 

One. Energy and Consciousness are not One here but Divided, and this Division, this Cut is 

relatively easily maintained by the Dark Female Force – at least as long as Man is, in a hidden 

manner and as the Untranscended, UnSeen Woman in Himself, attached to Being the One – and 

possibly, even to being adored or Recognized as Such – and attached to not Being the Two 

(which He, deluded as He is, half-consciously mistakes for ‘weakness’). 

If a Man has a lot of, a surplus of, ‘too much’ energy it is, in general, easier for Woman to 

fool Him. When something happens in (a) Woman it is not easy for Man to notice this when a 

big cloud of energy surrounds this, covers this. If there’s no or just a small buffer of Energy – in 

the case that Man has Sacrificed Energy in His Body of Consciousness into Truth, or: Woman 

into Man – then movements and blocks in Woman are (much) more easily noticed by Man, since 

they mean a big undeniable change in His own male Body. 
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In the 8th Process the whole One-Man-show – ruled behind the scene by the Female Ego 

– is over. The Humble Job begins finally – or continues where it stopped. Truly Meeting Woman, 

Meeting the Dark, Living Duality, Surrendering Deeper and Deeper into the Slavery of Her 

Duality, Consciously Allowing oneself to be crushed over and over and over again, the True 

Master finally appears. It is He Whom She Loves, even though She wants to Kill Him (too) – and 

She does. And He Resurrects, again and again. 

In the 8th Process it appears that the One True Dual Process was always already going on, 

as long as the Heart-attraction to the Other Sex was not (totally) blocked. Yet, Man Needs to be 

Present in this Process, not only ‘Woman’ in two different (male and female) bodies. What I 

mean is that it is a long Deep Way (Up and Down) for Man (Including the Man in Woman) to 

See, Pierce through all the Female Delusions that He got involved in, was clouded by, here on 

earth. And that only if He is Utterly Faithful to His Heart He will manage, manage therefore also 

to Manifest the (Free) Man He Is on earth, thus be Ready for and Indispensable for the Process 

with Woman. 

Lastly, for now, in the 8th Process you, Consciously, become other people with their 

specific states, troubles, pain, karma; you Meditate them with the Force of Consciousness that, 

also in the 8th Process, you are still Associated with. Through becoming other people you Go 

(Deeper and Deeper) into the Earth, become more and more, Deeply, Human. 

The 8th Process includes a Surrender into Unconsciousness. Once Consciousness is 

Known, is Fully Lived, this is possible – without getting lost. States resembling a coma might 

even appear, which are, sooner or later, allowed. One relaxes in them instead of, in a cramped 

way, holding on to Consciousness. Mind you, this is something very different from escaping 

Consciousness, because Consciousness would be too much, too confronting, too painful to 

allow, making you too vulnerable. As with everything: first you must Know Something (here: 

Consciousness) from inside, wholly be at ease with it, and only then you can let it go without 

becoming deluded. 

The possible ‘comas’ have become part of the Process of Transcending, they’re not some 

kind of a break from the Real Work. In the 8th Process a Surrender into Both Sides of Life (on 

whatever Plane of Existence) is not ‘demanded’ but it is Nature Itself. The ‘comas’ are the form 

given to – or allowed, regarding – people’s ‘normal’ state of Unconsciousness, lived in a 

conscious Body now. 

It’s just like with pain (which is not such a different something from Unconsciousness, by 

the way). If one surrenders into it, it dissolves, quicker and anyway. Unconsciousness is 
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Transcended by first Acknowledging it and then Surrendering, ‘relaxing’ into it. Living 

Unconsciousness merely in the Dark doesn’t Address it, cannot Transcend it. 

If you’re not Wholly Surrendered (in)to Consciousness you cannot Surrender into 

Unconsciousness. 

The 8th Process is Beyond any form of (hidden) One(ness)-obsession, it always Works 

with the Two. The Two (Woman) Is how Reality (Man), the One, Manifests. The Depth of the 

One is (Activated by) the Two. True Humanness is manifested by the Two. Humility is only 

possible by Acknowledging one’s helplessness before the Two. 

 

 

[[PS. If you’d like to read a typical text stemming from the 8th Process, a text wherein 

Oneness and Duality are Both obviously Present see for instance “Woman, My Pain, Be Me, You 

are Me” or the piece of book V of 4-3-7]] 


